
Introduction

This is your activity report form. You should only complete this final report
once your activity is complete.

Everyone who receives a grant from Arts Council England must
complete a final activity report form. You should use the information (or
'evidence') collected throughout your project to inform your report.

Evaluation

In your application you told us that you

wanted to focus on:research and development time to explore
practice and take risks, professional development
activities, experiment with new collaborators,
creating new work, building new networks for
future development/presentation of work

1. Give us an outline of the activity delivered. Think about the area(s)
you told us you wanted to focus on (above)
Were you able to do this? If you weren’t able to do what you set out to, tell us what happened:
You can use up to 2000 characters to answer this

Outline of the activity delivered:
_10 days of research
_11 days of training
_10 days of active mentoring and networking
_investment in essential assets

I overachieved on certain aspects (research, mentoring and networking,
investing in essential assets) and underachieved on others (training,
communicating about my organisation).

Research:
I studied the work of 70+ indiv & organisations within my field, centralised in a
doc, with support from marketing consultants to review their work and help me



define next steps.

Training:
Unforeseen context (5 months construction works in my building + covid-19
measures and stress) worsened my mental health. I sought external workspaces: Warrior
ARTIST COLLECTIVE + COWORKING CO-OP. I attended collective training & peer
mentoring preferably than pre-recorded solo training. I trained extensively in fundraising &
project management (UNIVERSITY PROGRAMME, PEER-MENTORING monthly
training), solidarity organising (WORKERS UNION weekly meetings), marketing. I
followed parts of my TRAINING in project management and I am due to take 2 exams.

Mentoring/networking: to help me define a mission, vision, business plan, and
audience engagement, I met 1-2 times a month with 5 mentors & peer
support groups.
_creative vision and goal-setting: COACHING CONSULTANT (Coach, UN AGENCY)
_long-term career advice and mission: ARTISTIC DIRECTOR (ARTS CHARITY)
_business planning: BUSINESS ADVISOR (COMPANY)
_marketing & audience engagement: MARKETING CONSULTANT (COMPANY)
_English writing: EDITOR (SfEP-registered Academic Mentor)
_I joined WORKERS UNION, PEER MENTORING GROUP+ INDUSTRY NETWORK.
I found publicly communicating about my new brand difficult due to worsened
mental health & communication fatigue. Coaching has been the most helpful
to overcome this.

Essential assets: being able to afford a laptop computer and books had
tremendous positive impact on my work and confidence.

2. Tell us what you learned, and how the activity has helped you to
develop:
You can use up to 2000 characters to answer this

During this project, I:
_acquired new leadership skills
_discovered hidden talents
_learned performance measurement skills
_turned problems into opportunities
_expanded my network

Leadership:
This grant gave me the confidence to seek increasingly tougher challenges, making it to
the last stage of international open calls (INTERNATIONAL ARTS OPEN CALL for Sound
Art Curator), helping to organise a new cultural workers union (WORKERS UNION),
advising mutual aid informal groups, workers owned cooperatives, publishing houses and
music festivals.

Talents:
I gained confidence in my fundraising, teaching, facilitating and public
speaking talents. Previously, while working for organisations I felt held back



from recognising my own potential.
I have developed tremendous skills and knowledge to support myself and
others.

Performance & measurement skills:
Training in project management and fundraising, with coaching and mentoring
enabled me to better grasp industry concepts, evaluation tools and terminology.
I focussed on strategic & operational improvement, instead of fast outcomes. I
gathered hard evidence to back up intuitions, setting targets, acknowledging
and learning from failures, identifying indicators of success, measuring past
successes to build on. I make a stronger case when approaching potential
partners & supporters.

Resilience:
This grant allowed me to turn most problems I faced into opportunities. It
afforded me to rent a workspace using my budget’s contingency when home
working was unbearable due to construction works. It opened up new future
projects, alliances, and opportunities for work.

Networking:
The inability to work and collaborate with others (as a direct result of covid-19
restrictions) has been the most significant barrier to accessing opportunities
for me during the pandemic. This grant gave me a reason to reach my current
network and expand to further groups/organisations.

3. Tell us what you think will happen as a result of this development
period .
Think about any longer-term impact that the development work you’ve done is likely to have
on your practice.
You can use up to 2000 characters to answer this

This development period consolidated my early career and will have lasting
benefits:
_increased confidence & raised profile
_expanded network & sustainable partnerships
_develop artistic practice & learn new skills

Confidence & profile:
The main longer-term impact is improved confidence. I have gained the
courage to assert myself and get the best results from my endeavours &
working
relationships. With reduces financial risk I feel comfortable taking artistic risks,
seizing opportunities, realising projects under discussion. I paused non-artistic
employment to focus on my creative practice with uninterrupted continuity. I can
now picture myself making a living out of creating and have a healthy mindset
to commit to cold-calling, application processes, navigating eligibility criteria,
and gathering relevant track records and evidence.

Network & partnerships:



Building on links with artists, art organisations and cultural bodies will help
me to keep establishing valuable networks and contacts to support future
collaborations. My relationships with consultants will continue to provide me
with valuable insights. I have widened both my reach, ambition, and
understanding of sustainable work partnerships.

Further opportunities:
I challenged my existing practice and felt inspired to explore different
strands and develop new creative skills particularly filming and editing. I am
reaching into career and projects prospects that previously felt inaccessible.
I am
continuing my collaboration with coaches to build a consistent roadmap to
seeks collaborations with contemporary practices and artists, more fulfilling
writing & curation commissions, and accessing fellowships & calls. I recently co

produced and performed an artistic video piece in collaboration with sound
artists. Rather than developing and documenting other creatives’ practices, I
am now developing my own artistic takes.

Expenditure

The first column below shows what you stated in your application. Please
use the second column to show the actual figures for your activity. Please
enter full pounds only and check your figures carefully.

For more information about entering expenditure, please refer to the
expenditure section of the Guidance for applicants.

Spending (expenditure) summary
Please provide 'Actual' amounts to reflect the full final expenditure.



Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative costs
Description: Preparatory research and networking = 10 day

period of research (10 x £250 a day, based on
Artists’ Union England rates) + £144 membership

INDUSTRY NETWORK
Budgeted expenditure (£): £2,644

Actual expenditure (£): £2,644

Expenditure details



Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative costs
Description: Training and professional development = 11 day

period of training (11 x £250 a day, based on
Artists’ Union England rates) + £288 TRAINING accreditation + £180 TRAINING accreditation +

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMME in Arts and Culture (free as part of
PEER SUPPORT GROUP)

Budgeted expenditure (£): £3,218
Actual expenditure (£): £3,218

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Assets - materials, equipment and instruments

Description: Assets = purchase of recent publications
(including: BOOK By AUTHOR for PUBLISHER £30, BOOK By AUTHOR for

PUBLISHER £29,
BOOK by COLLECTIVE £25,

BOOK By AUTHOR for PUBLISHER £10.99, BOOK By AUTHOR for PUBLISHER
£35.19, BOOK By AUTHOR for PUBLISHER

£second-hand out of print,BOOK By AUTHOR for PUBLISHER £28, BOOK By
AUTHOR for PUBLISHER £36)

Budgeted expenditure (£): £302
Actual expenditure (£): £302

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Assets - materials, equipment and instruments
Description: Assets = upgrading from an exhausted desktop

to a refurbished laptop computer (cost based on
a refurbished Dell Latitude E6540) will enable me
to work with others more easily, and deliver
quality-work outside of my usual working space.

Budgeted expenditure (£): £499
Actual expenditure (£): £499

Expenditure details



Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative costs
Description: Mentoring and brand development = 10 day

period of training (10 x £250 a day, based on
Artists’ Union England rates)

Budgeted expenditure (£): £2,500
Actual expenditure (£): £2,500

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Other
Description: Contingency at 10% (not including mentoring

creative costs, 10% of £6,663)
Budgeted expenditure (£): £666

Actual expenditure (£): £0

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Overheads
Description: Use of contingency - Workspace - ARTIST COLLECTIVE STUDIO (£104.49 x

5 months + £21)
Budgeted expenditure (£): £0

Actual expenditure (£): £543

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Overheads
Description: Use of contingency - Workspace - COWORKING CO-OP

(£180 x 1 month)
Budgeted expenditure (£): £0

Actual expenditure (£): £180

Finance narrative



If there are any differences between your actual figures and your
original figures, please explain them here.

I initially budgeted £0 overheads because I planned to work from home,
with extremely marginal overheads.

Unforeseen context (5 months construction works, originated by my immediate
downstairs neighbours, with no warning) made it unbearable to work from
home (constant noise, dust, vibration, stress).

I sought free external workspaces.
I received in-kind punctual workspaces at CULTURAL CHARITY and ART GALLERY.

This wasn't enough to cover the full time I needed to work on my grant.
I sought the best-value shared workspaces I could find.
I followed due diligence and shared a comparative study of 8 potential
workspaces with my mentors and advisors to help me make an informed
choice.
I chose ARTIST COLLECTIVE STUDIOS for 5 months, overlapping with a
transition to COWORKING CO-OP for 1 month.

I used the contingency amount of £666.00 in my project expenditure
towards the following overhead costs:
_renting a studio space at ARTIST COLLECTIVE STUDIOS for 5 months:
(£104.49 x 5) + £21 = £543.45
_renting flexible desk space at COWORKING CO-OP for 1 month: £180.00

This brought my overheads section, initially budgeted at £0 to a total of
£723.45 within the dates of my grant.
Using the contingency of £666.00 means I am £57.45 over budget.

How did we do?

Are there any other comments you would like to make? There could be
merit in Arts Council England:

_clarifying how their staff can be reachable and for what kind of support

_publishing guidance & information on other grant opportunities in
collaboration with other major arts funders

_sharing success rate of applications and the likeliness/possibility of
securing continuation funding

_including mentoring, capacity building and peer/alumni network/support as
part of its minimum support



_make guidance and advice available over the phone more easily

_develop & make support for neurodiverse applicants & grantees clearer,
include mental health care costs as part of access costs

After this concentrated period of growth, my main worry is finding the
resources to maintain momentum and build upon this award to further
develop and sustain my practice beyond a perpetual cycle of project-based
funding. The freedom to create my own programme within this grant is
highly attractive yet the competitiveness of this grant highlights the lack of
similar funds for Arts professionals in the UK. We need more funds to
frequently support us all throughout our careers.


